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ABSTRACT

This paper will analyze the Cantor set. The Cantor set's basic

properties will be stated and proved. Maple computer software

will be used to generate endpolnts and limit points ofthis set. The
set's topologlcal and Hausdorff dimension and Lebesgue measure

will be calculated. Also, two different proofs of the fact that any
number between 0 and 2 Is a sum of two Cantor points will be
given.
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INTRODUCTION

The Cantor set is one of the most interestihg sets in
mathematics.

Its special properties serve as important

counterexamples in the study of analysis. In this thesis I Will
investigate properties of the Cantor set.

Chapter 1 begins with a construction ofthe Cantor set. After

the construction, some of the Cantor set's basic properties are

stated and proved,such as the following: the Cantor set is a totally
disconnected, perfect, uncountable,and self-similar set. I then use

Maple to generate endpoints and limit points of this set. Irrational
Cantor points along with their ternary representations are also
discussed.

■

In Chapter 2, I calculate the topological and Hausdorff
dimension as well as the Lebesgue measure of the Cantor set. In
particular,I show that the Hausdorff dimension ofthe Cantor set is

In2/ln3,its topological dimension is 0,and its Lebesgue measure is

■0. ;
In Chapter 3,1give two different proofs of the fact that any
number between 0 and 2 is a sum of two Cantor points. In other
words, I show that C + C = [0,2]. The second proof uses a

constuction of the set C X C. Ishow that for any a e [0,2] there is
a point

(c,rf) e C X C such that c + d = a. Moreover, I calculate the
Hausdorff dimension of C X C to be In 4/ln 3 > 1. Then I show

that there is a proper subset E in C X C such that for any a e[0,2]
there is a point (c4) in E such that c + d = a and the Hausdorff

dimension of E is 1. I show that this is the best possible result,
Since any plane set with this property must have Hausdorff
dimension greater than or equal to 1.

CHAPTER 1
THE CANTOR SET QNTHE REAL liNE

1.1- Construction ofthe Cantor Set

In this chapter we will define the Cantor set on the real line.
We start with the unh int^^

[0,1], which we denote by Cq. We

remove the open interval6flength 1/3 from the center ofCo,and
we denote the remaining set by Cij Ci = [o,i/3]u[2/3,i].

We

continue the process of remoying from the center of each newly
created subinterval, the open interval whose length Is one-third of

the subinterval to define inductively the kth set Q;Ck is a union of
Z'' subintervals of length 3-^ and [Cd is a monotone decreasing
sequence ofcompact sets. See Figure 1.1.
Co

Ci

0

Q ; / :

1/3 -

: 2/3

C,

Cr

FIGURE 1.1. The construction ofthe Cantor set.

The limit of this sequence

C=f]Q*t

is called the Cantorset, Since the Cantor set is a limit of nested
non-empty compact sets,it is compact [4].
1.2 - Basic Properties of the Cantor Set

1)

The CmwrSeti&tptalfy disconnected.

Since the connected component iit each point of C is the

singleton set of the point itself, C is totally disconnected. Since all
compactsets are closed and bounded,the Cantor set is also closed
and bounded [4].

2T

The CantorSetisperfect.

A perfect set is a closed set containing no isolated points.
Recall that a set U is called open if for each jce u there is an e>o
such that the interval(^-e,x+e)is contained in U. A set F is closed

if its complement is open. A point t in a set S is called an isoiafed
point of S if there is an e>o such that the intersection of the
interval(/-e4+e)with Sis jtjstthe singleton

We shall now show that C is perfect. Since C is compact,it is

therefore closed. To show that no xeC is an isolated point, fix
xec. Then certainly X€C,. Thus x is in one of the two intervals

comprising Ci. One, or perhaps both, of the endpoints of that

interval does notequal x. Call that endpoint ai. Then |x-a,|<|.
Likewise xeC^. Therefore x lies in one of the intervals of Ca.

Choose an endpoint aa of that interval which does not equal x.

Then |x-a^s^. Continuing in this fashion, we construct a
sequence lajl such that a, is in the Cantor set and ix-a,.i<3"^ for

each j. Therefore x is the limit of the sequehGe. We have thus
proved that the Cantor set is perfect [2].
3)

The CantorSetis uncountable.

Sets A and B have the same cardinality if there is a function
from A to B that is both one-to-one and onto. If a set A has the

same cardinality as the set of natural numbers,theii vve say that A
is countable. An infinite set that is not countabie is said to be
uncountable. We will show that the Cantor set is uncountable.

To show that the Cantor set is uncountable,we aSsig;h to each

element of the Cantor set a "label" consisting of a sequence of I's
and 2's that identifies its location in the set. Fix an element x in

the Cantor set. Then certainly x is in Ci. If x is in the left half of
Q,then the first digit in the "label" of x is 1; otherwise it is 2.

Likewise xeC^. By the first part of this argumeht, it is either in
the left half, C21,ofC2(when the first digit in the label is 1)or the
right half, C22, of C2 (when the first digit of the label is 2).
Whichever of these is correct,that half will consist of two intervals

of length 3-2. If X is in the leftmost of these two intervals then
the second digit of the "label" of x is 1. Otherwise the second

digit is 2. Continuing in this fashion, we may assign to x an
infinite sequence of I's and 2's.

Conversely,if a, b,c,... is a sequence of I's and 2's, then we

may locate a unique corresponding element y of the Cantor set.

If the first digit is a 1 then y is in the left half of Ci; otherwise y

is in the right half of Ci, Ukewise the second digit locates y
within Gz,and so forth.

Thus we have a one-to-dne correspondence between the

Cantor set and the collection of all infinite sequences of ones and

twos. In fact, we are thinking of the point assigned to the
sequence

of

I's and 2's as the Umit ofthe points assigned to Ci,q(^,Ci£^c3,.... Thus
we are using the fact that C is closed. However, the set of ail
infinite sequences of ones and twos is uncountable. Thus the
Cantdrset is uncountable [2].
4)

The Cantor Setis a self-similarset

The Gantor set is an example of a selfsimilar sed which is,
simply put, a set which consists of miniatures of itself. For

example, after we take out the first middle third of the segment
[0,1],the segments[0,1/31 and[2/3,1]are seifisimilar top^
these segments are just miniatures of the unit interval. In the
next chapter we will give a more precise definitiori of selfsimilarity.

1.3 - Gantor Points

After a few iterations, what do the endpoints of the intervals

ofthe Gahtor set look like? Can they be geherated andther why,
besides the basic way we introduced at the beginning of this

chapter? We can generate these endpoints by using Maple.

In this section we wiil use Maple computer software to list

Cantor points Ofintervals used in the construction ofthe Cantor set
in Section 1.1. We begin by listing the endpoints of Ci.

11:=[0,1/3,2/3/1];
■72-;=

,

0'V
V1
3 3

The Maple operator nops (11) tells how many points there
are in the sequence 11.

L

^

■ ". ■■

. ■; "■' ,

■ .■ ; :■ ■ V ■ ;; • ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

■ ■■ ■ . ' '

> n:=nops(ll);
n :=4

In order to graph these points, we first have to convert the
list 11 into a set, which we call cantor.

v.:
[> cantor:={seq(illli],0],i=l..n)}:

We plot this set using the Maple command plot.
> plot (cantor, styleaPOINT, axesslIONE);

T

We use the fact that the

self^similar with the

following two siihilitudes:

> f:=x->l/3*:>c;g:=x->2/3+x;

,g:=-v^j+X

the next stage In the construGtion of the Gantor set, It Is enough to
apply the functions f and g to the sequence 11.
> 11:=[op(inaptf,11j)>op(in£Mp(g,map(f,11)))1;
121278
99 3 3 99

> n:=nops(ll);
;.V' n:~ 8

> cantor:={seq([11[i],0],i=l..n)):

> plot(ceuitor,3eyle=P0lNT,£uces=NONE);

8

We will repeat this process several times to obtain a total of

256 points in the Cantor set which are precisely the endpoints of
the intervals through the first seven stages used in the
construction ofthe Cantor set:

r>

),op(map(g,map(f/ll)))];
II :=

0 J- 2.
26
'27'27'9'9' 27' 27'3'3' 27'27'9'9'27'27'/

> n:=nops(11);
n := 16

[ > cantor:={se<j([llti],0],i=l..n)}s
> plot(cantor,stylesPOINT,axes-NONE);

*

#

I

<

•

•

«

f

#

C

#

4

> 11:=[op(inap(f,11)),op(map(g,inap(f,11)))];
1 2 1 2 7 8 1 2 19 20 7 8 25 26 1 2 55 56 19 20 61
77

0

L '81'81'27'27'81'8l'9'9'8l'8l'27'if 8l'8l' 3' 3' 8l' 8l'ifif 8l'
^ 7 8 73 74 25 26 79 80

8l'9'9'81'81' 27' 27'8l'8l' ^
> nji=nops(ll);

,>::=32

[> cantor:={seq([11[i],0]> i=l..n)}:
[■>
..

> 11:=[op{inap(f,11)),op(xnap{g,inap(f,11)))];

l"o — -L J.i.JL 8 1 2 \9

26 1 21

! '243'243'Sl'Sl'243

24a'^'9'1

I J1^12^^^_Z. 8 ^ 74 25 26 79 80 1 2
_I 243'243'81'81'243'243'27'27'243'243'81'81'243'243'3'3'

'M1^^^1^ 12222^^1^21^ 122

2®

I 243'243'81'81'243'243'27'27'243'243'81'81'243'243'9'9'
I 217 218 73 74 223 224 25 26 235 236 79 80 241 242

L243'243'81'81'243'243'27%'243'243'81-81'24^
> n:=nopa(ll);

;n"^:=-64';

i > cantor:={seq([11[i],0],i=l..n)}:

10

> llr=[op(map{f,liy)/Op(inap(g>inap(f,11)))j;
ll:=m

9 / f

7T1/7'29J2S/7'29,1\
>m=napa(ll)f
:

n := 128

c > cantor:={seq(Cilli]/01,1=1..a)}J

11

> ll:=[op{inap(f,ll))>op(inap(g,inap(f,ll)))];

11:=[0,1/2187,2/2187,1/729,2/729,7/2187,8/2187,1/243,
2/243,19/2187,20/2187,7/729,8/729,25/2187,26/2187,
1/81,2/81,55/2187,56/2187,19/729,20/729,61/2187,
62/2187,7/243,8/243,73/2187,74/2187,25/729,26/729,
79/2187,80/2187,1/27,2/27,163/2187,164/2187,55/729,

56/729,169/2187,170/2187,19/243,20/243,181/2187,
182/2187,61/729,62/729,187/2187,188/2187,7/81,8/81,
217/2187,218/2187,73/729,74/729,223/2187,224/2187,
25/243,26/243,235/2187,236/2187,79/729,80/729,
241/2187,242/2187,1/9,2/9,487/2187,488/2187,163/729,
164/729,493/2187,494/2187,55/243,56/243,505/2187,
506/2187,169/729,170/729,511/2187,512/2187,19/81,
20/81,541/2187,542/2187,181/729,182/729,547/2187,
548/2187,61/243,62/243,559/2187,560/2187,187/729,
188/729,565/2187,566/2187,7/27,8/27,649/2187,650/2187,
217/729,218/729,655/2187,656/2187,73/243,74/243,
667/2187,668/2187,223/729,224/729,673/2187,674/2187,
25/81,26/81,703/2187, 704/2187, 235/729,236/729,
709/2187,710/2187,79/243,80/243,721/2187,722/2187,

241/729, 242/729, 727/2187,728/2187,1/3,2/3, 1459/2187,
1460/2187,487/729,488/729,1465/2187,1466/2187,163/243,
164/243,1477/2187,1478/2187,493/729,494/729,1483/2187,
1484/2187,55/81,56/81,1513/2187,1514/2187,505/729,
506/729,1519/2187, 1520/2187, 169/243,170/243,1531/2187,
1532/2187,511/729,512/729,1537/2187,1538/2187,19/27,
20/27,1621/2187,1622/2187,541/729,542/729,1627/2187,
1628/2187,181/243,182/243,1639/2187,1640/2187,547/729,
548/729,1645/2187,1646/2187,61/81,62/81,1675/2187,
1676/2187,559/729,560/729,1681/2187,1682/2187,187/243,
188/243,1693/2187,1694/2187,565/729,566/729, 1699/2187,

1700/2187,7/9,8/9,1945/2187,1946/2187,649/729,650/729,
1951/2187,1952/2187,217/243,218/243,1963/2187,
1964/2187,655/729,656/729,1969/2187,1970/2187,73/81,
74/81,1999/2187,2000/2187,667/729,668/729,2005/2187,
2006/2187,223/243, 224/243, 2017/2187,2018/2187,673/729,
674/729,2023/2187,2024/2187,25/27,26/27,2107/2187,

12

2108/2187,703/729,704/729,2113/2187,2114/2187,235/243,
236/243,2125/2187, 2126/2187, 709/729,710/729,2131/2187,
2132/2187,79/81,80/81,2161/2187,2162/2187,721/729,
722/729,2167/2187,2168/2187,241/243,242/243,2179/2187,
2180/2187,727/729,728/729,2185/2187,2186/2187,1]
> n:=nops(ll);
.

n:=256

[> cantor:=!{seq([11[i]/ O],i=l..n)}:

[>

13

1.4 - Cantor Points That Are Not Endpoints ofthe Intervals

The above Maple program gives another way to generate the
endpoints of the Cantor set. What about the points in the Cantor

set that are not the endpoints? What do they look like? We can

find some by using another Maple prbgrani;

to obtain Cantor points that

e not endpoints of the

intervals used in the construction of the Cantor set, we use the

following construction ofthe Cantor set. The points ^ for n = 0,
1,2,... are obviously in the Cantor set. We obtain another point in

the Cantor set by either adding or subracting ^ with the
appropriate power of h to the already constructed point.

For example, the point 1-^+^ is in the Cantor set. To

obtain another point using this point we have to subtract —

where ns4. So,for instance, the point i-^+~-~ is in the
■ 1 ■ " 1"" ' ' I ''''l'
Cantorset. Also, i--+
p-+jir is in the Cantorset since it was
obtained ftx)m the previous point byadding i to a point already

in the Cantor set. (Notice here that «> lo). Now infinite sums of

this form will be in the Cantor set and they are not endpoints of
the intervals used in the original construction ofthe Cantor set.

We use thisconstfuctiori to make the following Maple
program which will generate 22 different Cantor points which are
not endpoints ofthe intervals:

14

■T;:>

CA>:' '

:/..v:;-v' .

^ r
'V;7^V?.'v'" V' ■ 7/"7^->' 7- 'v' ^ ■ '. ■ ■ i'
7'^v'\'': ;':/y::-7-y'7.:7:7^

r > f : =n->l/ (

I

I„

v^:;-7; , '

.--vy-

■ ■ '^7^7

'...-■ 'V'^^
•"' ■ ■
' ■ '.'■?■ ,■ ■ ■ ■ '•
^ ' ■ ■ ■ ■ :■ ■ • ' ■ ■ '
7'- ' .:7, '■ ■ ■ \ . . . ■' ■ ■ ■ . ' .y-' :; ;; ^ .y'"-:'

;

, ,

.

■•

1

,. „ /:=n-^ —
3"

:> for kfromO to 10 do l[k] :=sum(f(i)*(-l)Ai, i=2*k..infinity) od:
> for k from 0 to lOdo w[k] :=sum(f(i)*(-l)'^(i+l),i=2*k+l..infinity)
od:

> cantor :=seq(l[k],k=0..10), seq(w[k],k=0..10);
cantor := 3/4,1/12,1/108,1/972,1/8748,1/78732,1/708588,
1/6377292,1/57395628,1/516560652, 1/4649045868,
1/4, 1/36,1/324, 1/2916, 1/26244,1/236196, 1/2125764,
1/19131876,1/172186884,1/1549681956,
1/13947137604

15

1.5 - Irrational Cantor Points and Ternary Representation

So far we have only seen rational points in the Cantor set.
Since the Cantor set is unGOuntable, there have to be irrational

Cantor points. It will be easier to see sotne of these points if we
work in base 3,or ternary expansions.
A temaiy expansion is the sum of the series
Cl

a^=0,l,or2.

This sum is designated by the symbol
0.a^a^aj...

[3].

For example,the ternary decimal
0.0112210000...
represents

n 2. 1. 2. 1.
which in turn represents the base 10 decimal
0.18244170096.

What do the points that we have removed to form the Cantor

set look like? It is clear that in developing each of these points in
a ternary decimal we must have ai = 1. Each of the endpoints of
the interval(1/3,2/3)allows for two representations
1/3 =0.100000... or 0.022222...,
2/3=0.122222... 0^

We will be interestM in the latter representation. No remaining

point of the segment [0,1], in its deveiopment as a ternary
decimal,can have 1 immediately following the decimal point. So,

16

at the first step of the process of constructing the set C from the
ciosed intervai [0, 1], those and only those points are removed

whose ternary expansions must have 1 immediately following the
decimal point.

We establish in a similar way that at the second step those
and only those points x that are removed are those for which a2

= 1. For this reason,after completing the process,those and only
those points remain which can be expressed as ternary decimals in
which every ak equals 0 or 2. Hence, the set of points that we
have removed to form the Cantor set consists of points whose
ternary development is impossible without the use of 1, and C

consists of points for which such a development is possible. To

summarize, x is in the Cantor set if and only if its ternary
expansion consists ofO's and 2's only [3].

Now let us look at an example of an irrational Cantor point.
Recall that a number is irrational if and only if it does not have a
repeating decimal pattern. The ternary decimal

X=0.202002000...2D^20^20...
■ ; (n-1)-' n

is in the Cantor set, and obviously since it does not have a

repeating decimal pattern, it is an irrational number. By the
definition ofa ternary decimal,this number reptesents
1 1. 1.
:

2l "
'■

3

Therefore, in base 10 decimal form, this irrational Cantor point
carried out to 10 decimal places is

17

0.7435182345,

18

CHAPTER 2

DIMENSION AND MEASURE

2.1 - Topological Dimension ofthe Cantor Set

Recall from linear algebra that the dimension of a subspace
of a vector space is the number of vectors in a basis.

This

definition ofdimension is a special case of a more general concept
called topological dimension, which is applicable to sets in R® that
are not necessarily subspaces. For example:

1)

a pointin R2 has topologicaldimension zero;

2)

a curve in W has topological dimension one;

3)

a region in R2 has topologicaldimension two.

It can be proven that the topological dimension of a set in R" must
be an integer between 0 and n, inclusive. We denote the

topological dimension ofa set S by dT(S) [1].
The construction ofthe topological dimension is based on the
idea ofgeneralizing the notion that the dimension ofa ball is three
and the dimension ofthe sphere which is the surface of the ball is
two, to define inductively the dimension of a set X from the

dimension ofits boundary. We will use the following facts about
the topological dimension in order to establish that dxlC)=0 [4].
First, by definition,the dimension of the empty set <{) is -1.

Also, if for every point p of a set X, one can find an arbitrarily

19

small ball B such that p e B and (boundary of B)nX=^, then the
dimension of X is 0. We will show that this is indeed the case for

x=c.". ■

■ .

■

Let peC. Now for every n, p is inside an interval [a„,bn]
ofsize 3-n (seeChapterl,Section 1.1). Then

^~{^n~2«+l'A» 2^^
is a ballofsize^ and boundaryB = -^,b„+^jnC=0. So
,:-dT(c)='0.

:

2.2 - The Hausdorff Dimension

In 1919 the German mathematician Felix Hausdorff(1868
1942) gave an alternative definition for the dimension of an

arbitrary set in R". His definition is quite complicated, but for a
self-similar set it reduces to something rather simple.
In the last chapter, we mentioned that the Cantor set is an

example of a self-similar set. Now we will give a more precise
definition of self-similarity.
A set is self-similar if it can be expressed in the form
5=Si uSj u...uSjt

where

are nonoverlapping sets, each of which is

congruent to S scaled by the same factor s, where 0 < s < 1. For

example, C=5iu52 where Si = [0, 1/3] nC, S2 =[2/3, l]nC, and
s=l/3 [1].

20

The Hausdoiifdiinmsiony X^

self-similar set S is

equal to
=

[1],

Therefore,the Hausdorffdimension ofthe Cantor set is

ln3

2.3 - The Lebessue Measure of the Cantor Set

Now we Will discuss the Lebesgue measure of the Cantor set.
Recall that the length ofan open interval(a,b),i.e., b - a, is called
the lebesgue measure of the Interval (a,b). This number is
written as

m(a,b)==b-a.

The interval(a,b) is said to be a. componentinterval of an open set

G if(a,b) is contained in G and its endpoints do not belong to G
The Lebesgue measure of a non-empty bounded open set is the
sum ofthelengths ofall its componentintervals [3].
Recall theconstruction ofthe Cantor set C. Define G to be the

open set that is the sum of the countable family of intervals that
we removed from [0,1] to form the Cantor set C. In other words,

21

G=

1 2

1 2\ (1 8

V3'3

99) l9 9

u.

At the first step, we selected the interval(1/3, 2/3),oflength 1/3.
At the second Step, two intervals,(1/9, 2/9)and (7/9,8/9), each
of length 1/9 were added to it. At the third step, we added four
more intervals,each oflength 1/27,and so on. It follows that

m(G)=-1 +2^5j+4^-|+..,
3k

3 9

Since the expression in the parentheses is an infinite geometric
series with a common ratio of 2/3,we have

I

m(G)=

=|(3)=K
Therefore, m(G)= 1. From Lebesgue measure theory, we know
that ifan open set S is a subset of[0,1],then

m(Sc)= 1 - m(S)

where Sc is the complementofS. Since C is the complementof G,it
follows that

m(C)^l-m(G)
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Hence/the Lebesgue measureofthe Cantor setis0 [3].
2.4 - Cantor-like Sets

Now let us turn our attention to Cantor-like sets, i.e., sets

that are constructed in a way similar to that of the Cantor set C.
For instance, do we always have to take out the middle third at

each stage in the Cantor development? Obviously the answer is
no. But what changes if we take out a different length at each

stage ofthe procedure? For example,do we still obtain a Lebesgue
measure 0? We will now investigate this problem.

Start with the unit interval [0,1], but now begin by taking

out length ao from the center of the interval. At the next stage,
take out a length ai from each of the two remaining intervals.
Continuing this procedure, we see that the Lebesgue measure of
what we are removing from [0,1] is
ft
i=0\,y=l

For example,let

y

.^0

So
2 '3

I

V
i+i

i=0

^

S3'"'
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^

2

1

l-I
V

2'

3y

Let Cl denote the set of points that are left after these open

intervals are removed. Hence, notice that the Lebesgue measure
of this closed Gantor-like set is

mtCj= 1-1/2 = 1/2.

Therefore, the Lebesgue measure of a Cantor-like set need not be
:o. ■ ■

In fact, we can construct Cantor-like sets with Lebesgue
measure equal to any number between 0 and 1. For example, let

0<a<i and for i=0,1,2,3,..., let a,=(i-«)•^.Then
>1+1
i=0

i=0

o

\ 1

L

3 1^2/3
= 1-a.

So mtCJ = 1 -(1 - a)= a.
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CHAPTER 3

CAISrrOR SETS IN THE PLANE

3.1- S = G + C == 10.21

The Cantpf set is quite thin (it has Lebesgue measure zero)

but it is large in the sense that it has unGOuntably many eleihents.
The next result reveals a surprising property ofthis "thin" set.
Let C be the Cantor set and define

5"=C+C=(x+y:x€ C,3;e C}.

We will show that S =[0, 2]. Therefore any number between 0 and
2 is a sum oftwo poihtis from the Cantor set
'

First proof:

Since Cc[OT] it is ci^ar that

For the reverse

inclusion,fix an element re[0,2]. We have to find two elements c
and d in C such that c + d = t.

First observe that {x+y:xeC„.yeC,}=[0,2],
Chapter 1, Section 1.1,

jTi eC,

and

y, eQ

{.v^y:rc(Vy€C}=|0,2l,

Therefore there exist

where, as in

Therefore there exist

such

that

where

x,+y,=r. Similarly,

=

eC, and y^eC^ such that

+^2 =r.

Continuing in this fashion we may find for each j numbers

Xj and y such that Xj,yjeCj and Xj+yj=t. Ofcourse {.tjc[0,i]

and {yjc[0,1] and hence there are subsequences

and {y^J

that converge to real numbers c and d, respectively. Since C is
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compact,we can be sure that cec and d^c. But the operation
of addition respects limits, thus we may pass to the limit as J:^«
in the equation

to obtain
c + d = t.

Therefore [0,2]e{;c+

eC}. So S= C + C =[0,2]

[2].

3.2 ^ TheConstuctionof C X C
Second proof:

In the plane we will consider C X C. C X C is constucted as
follows:

STAGE 1: Construct Ci XCi.
1

1

FigureS.l
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STAGE 2: Construct C2 X C2.

•

%

X+7-CV.

Figure 3.2

And so on. At Stage n, construct Cn X

Then C X C =

00

pj(c„xcj. Notice that if <3e[0,2], then the line x + y - a has a
«=1

nonempty intersection with CnXCn for all n. Therefore x + y = a

has a nonempty intersection with C X C. This implies that there is
a (c,d) in C X C that satisfies the equation x + y = a. Hence, c + d
= a. So C + C =[0,2].
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Since C X C is a self-similar set with s= 1/3 and k= 4, we
know that
In3

Ifin the construction of G X C in the nth stage we delete the top
left squares,we would still have that the line x + y = a has a point
in common with the intersection.

For example,in Stage 1:

Let^=(C,.C,)-{[oi]xr|,.]}.

Figure 3.3
Stage 2:
Let

^2=A

(c xc

fr« 11
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31) frs 71 rs ,1

I! ,

Figure 3.4

And so on. At stage n, we constriict En by deleting the top

left squares from E„_in{C„xC„). We let E=(\e.. Then E is a
n=l

proper subset of C X C, ahd for any a€[0,2], there is a point

(c,d!)fit such that c+d=? a. However, E is a self-similar set with
s = 1/3 and k= 3. So

On the Other hand,let F be any set in the plane such that

for all ae[0,2], there%-e points (c,4)€F such that c + d = a.
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Then the 45" projection of F onto the y-axis contains a segment
in [0,2]. From the properties ofthe Hausdorffdimension,

d^{F)>\.

Therefore, the set E is the smallest plane set in this sense,
that has the property that any number between 0 and 2 can be

written as a sum c + d with {c,d)^E. Also, the topological
dimension and Lebesgue measure of E (and for that matter, C X
C) areO.
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